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Abstract: This paper presents the imaging method applied for moving target tracking by a
multistatic ultra-wideband radar system. The imaging method consists of such signal
processing phases as raw radar data pre-processing, background subtraction, the fusion of
the data obtained by the particular receiving channels of a radar, detection, localization
and the tracking itself. In this paper, the particular phases of the imaging method are
described. Firstly, the theoretical base of the particular phases is denoted and then an
overview of the signal processing methods which can be applied within corresponding
phase is given. Here, we will also outline that a signal cross-talk, exponential averaging,
2D double-stage ( N , k ) detector, a target gravity center estimation and a low-complex
nonlinear two-stage tracking filter can be used within the mentioned radar signal
processing phases as convenient signal processing methods. The good performance of the
imaging method presented in this contribution is illustrated by processing signals obtained
by the ultra-wideband radar for a scenario represented by through wall tracking of a single
moving target.

1

Introduction

The word radar is an abbreviation for Radio Detection And Ranging. In general,
radar systems use modulated waveforms and antennas to transmit electromagnetic
energy into a specific volume in space to search for targets. Objects (targets)
within a search volume will reflect portions of this energy (radar returns or
echoes) back to the radar. Then, these echoes are processed by the radar receiver
to extract target information such as range, velocity, angular position, and other
target identifying characteristics [9]. If the fractional bandwidth of the signals
emitted by the radar is greater than 0.20 or if these signals occupy 0.5 GHz or
more of the spectrum, the radar is referred to as the ultra-wideband radar (UWB
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radar). Example waveforms of that kind include impulse (video pulse), coded
impulse trains (e.g. M-sequence), stepped frequency, pulse compression, random
noise, and other signal formats that have high effective bandwidths [22]. UWB
technology in radar allows for a very high accuracy ranging, rigidity to multi-path
propagation and external EMI [28]. With regard to these properties, UWB radars
have become very popular for military, rescue, automotive, and medical
applications as well as for material characterization in recent years.
For the purpose of moving target detection and tracking, several UWB radars have
been developed with promising results for through wall tracking of moving people
during security operations, for through wall imaging during fire, for through
rubble localization of trapped people following an emergency (e.g. an earthquake
or explosion) and for through snow detection of trapped people after an avalanche.
For these applications, UWB radar sensor networks operating in monostatic,
bistatic, and multistatic modes can be used. Monostatic radars are systems in
which the transmitter and receiver are collocated. In contrast, in the case of bistatic
radars, the transmitter and receiver are not collocated. In multistatic radars a single
transmitter is monitored by multiple, dispersed receivers [26].
UWB radar sensor output, referred to as raw radar data (signals), can be
interpreted as a set of impulse responses from the surroundings, through which the
electromagnetic waves emitted by the transmitting antenna of the radar were
propagated. Then, the issue of moving target tracking by a multistatic radar system
is comprised of the estimation of a target trajectory based on the processing of raw
radar data obtained from all receiving antennas included in the UWB radar sensor
network.
There are two basic approaches to raw radar signal processing which can be
applied for that purpose. The former approach was originally introduced in [17]
for through wall tracking of a moving target by using an M-sequence UWB radar
equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas. Here, target
coordinates as the function of time are evaluated by using an estimation of time of
arrival corresponding to a target to be tracked and electromagnetic wave
propagation velocity along the line transmitting antenna-target-receiving antenna.
The later approach is based on radar imaging techniques, when the target locations
are not calculated analytically, but rather targets are seen as radar blobs in
gradually generated radar images [4]. For the radar image generation, different
modifications of a back projection algorithm can be used [4], [5], [19]. With
regards to the fundamental concept of the method – the radar image generation
based on raw radar data – the method is sometimes referred to as the imaging
method. In the imaging method, moving target tracking, i.e. determining target
coordinates as the continuous function of time, is a complex process that includes
the following phases-tasks of radar signal processing [7]: raw radar data preprocessing, background subtraction, fusion of the data obtained by all receiving
channels of the radar, detection, localization and tracking itself.
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In this paper, the imaging method for moving target tracking by multistatic UWB
radar systems will be described. In the next section, a real through wall scenario of
single target tracking will be presented. As the radar device considered for the
scenario, the M-sequences UWB radar equipped with one transmitting and two
receiving antennas will be used [1], [18]. Section 3 is the core of our contribution.
In this Section, the particular phases of imaging method will be introduced. In
order to provide a brief but comprehensive characterization of the particular
phases, the significance of the particular phases will be introduced firstly and then
a review of signal processing methods frequently used for the phase task solution
will be presented. The outputs of each phase of the imaging method will also be
illustrated by the results of signal processing obtained in the scenario described in
Section 2. Conclusions will be drawn and final remarks made in Section 4.

2

Basic Scenario of Moving Target Localization

The basic scenario of the target tracking by a multistatic UWB radar system used
for the illustration of the imaging method is outlined in the Figs. 1-3. The scenario
is represented by moving target positioning through two light concrete walls. The
thickness of the first and the second walls were 50 cm and 40 cm, respectively.
The walls were arranged parallel way at distance 2.25 m. A person walked along
the perimeter of Room 2 from Pos. 14 through Pos. 15, Pos. 21 and Pos. 20 back
to Pos. 14 (Fig. 1).

Figure 1
Measurement scenario
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Figure 2
M-sequence UWB radar system

The raw radar data analyzed in this scenario were acquired by means of a
multistatic M-sequence UWB radar (Fig. 2) with one transmitting (Tx) and two
receiving channels (Rx1, Rx2) [1], [18]. The system clock frequency for the radar
device is about 4.5 GHz, which results in an operational bandwidth of about DC2.25 GHz. The M-sequence order emitted by the radar is 9, i.e. the impulse
response covers 511 samples regularly spread over 114 ns. This corresponds to an
observation window of 114 ns leading to an unambiguous range of about 16m and
a radar resolution of about 3,3 cm. 256 hardware averages of environment impulse
responses are always computed within the radar head FPGA to provide a
reasonable data throughput and to improve the SNR by 24 dB. The additional
software averaging can be provided by the basic software of the radar device. In
our measurement, the radar system was set in such a way as to provide
approximately 10 impulse responses per second. The total power transmitted by
the radar was about 1 mW. The radar was equipped with three double-ridged horn
antennas placed in a line (Fig. 1). Here, one transmitting antenna was located in
the middle between two receiving antennas.

Figure 3
Measurement room interior
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The raw radar data obtained by the measurement according to above described
scenario are aligned to each other to create a 2D picture called a radargram, where
the vertical axis is the time propagation ( t ) of the impulse response and the
horizontal axis is the observation time ( τ ). The radargrams obtained for the
scenario described in this Section are given in the Fig. 4.
The mentioned impulse responses (i.e. the impulse responses of the surroundings,
through which the electromagnetic waves emitted by the transmitting antenna of
the radar are propagated) are given by a correlation analysis of digital signals
obtained by the analogue-to-digital conversion of the voltage at the terminals of
the receiving antenna of the radar. With regard to the physical significance of the
discussed impulse responses and taking into account the complex process of their
creation, the impulse responses and the other quantities obtained based on their
processing are considered to be dimensionless physical quantities.
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Figure 4
Basic scenario: radargrams: (a) Receiving channel Rx1; (b) Receiving channel Rx2
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Imaging Method: Basic Phases and Performance
Illustration

In the case of UWB radar signal processing by imaging method applied for
moving target tracking by a multistatic UWB radar, target positioning is a
complex process that includes such signal processing phases as raw radar data preprocessing, background subtraction, fusion of the data obtained from the particular
receiving channels (antennas) of the radar, detection, localization and tracking [4],
[7], [17]. In the next parts of this Section, the significance of particular phases will
be outlined and a list of the methods most frequently used for these phases will be
given. The outputs of the particular phases will be illustrated by the results of
processing of the signals obtained in the basic scenario.

3.1

Raw Radar Data Pre-Processing

The intention of the raw radar data pre-processing phase is to remove or at least to
decrease the influence of the radar systems itself on the raw radar data. In our
contribution, we will focus on the problem of time-zero setting.
In the case of the M-sequence UWB radar, its transmitting antenna transmits Msequences periodically. The exact time instant at which the transmitting antenna
starts emitting the first elementary impulse of the M-sequence (so-called chip) is
referred to as the time-zero. This depends e.g. on the cable lengths between the
transmitting / receiving antennas and the transmitting/receiving amplifiers of the
radar, the total group delays of the radar device’s electronic systems, etc.; this
especially depends on the chip position at which the M-sequence generator started
to generate the first M-sequence. This position is randomly changed after every
power supply reconnection. To find the time-zero means to rotate all the received
impulse responses in such a way that their first chips correspond to the spatial
position of the transmitting antenna. There are several techniques for finding the
number of the chips needed for such rotating of the impulse responses. The
method most often used is to utilize signal cross-talk [29]. The significance of the
time-zero setting comes from the fact that the targets cannot be localized correctly
without the correct time-zero setting.
The examples of the radargrams obtained by the measurement according to the
basic scenario with the correct time-zero setting utilizing the signal cross-talk
method are given for the first and second receiving channel in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively.
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Figure 5
Pre-processed radargrams: (a) Receiving channel Rx1; (b) Receiving channel Rx2

3.2

Background Subtraction

It can be observed from the radargrams with the correct zero-time setting that it is
impossible to identify any targets in these radargrams. The reason is the fact that
the components of the impulse responses due to the target are much smaller than
those of the reflections from the front wall and the cross-talk between the
transmitting and receiving antennas or from those of other large or metal static
objects. In order to be able to detect, localize and track a target, the ratio of signal
scattered by the target to noise has to be increased. For that purpose, background
subtraction methods can be used. They help to reject especially the stationary and
correlated clutter, such as antenna coupling, impedance mismatch response and
ambient static clutter, and they allow the response of a moving object to be
detected.
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Let us denote the signal scattered from the target and received by the n -th
receiving antenna ( Rxn ) as s n (t ,τ ) and all other waves and noises received by
Rxn are denoted jointly as background b n (t ,τ ) . Let us assume also that there is no
jamming at the radar performance, and the radar system can be described as linear
one. Then, the raw radar data obtained from Rxn can be simply modelled by the
following expression:
h n (t ,τ ) = s n (t ,τ ) + b n (t ,τ ) .

(1)

As is indicated by the name, the background subtraction methods are based on the
idea of subtracting the background (clutter) estimation from the pre-processed raw
radar data.
Then, the result of the background subtraction phase can be expressed as
hbn (t ,τ ) = h n (t ,τ ) − bˆ n (t ,τ ) =

(2)

= s n (t ,τ ) + ⎡b n (t ,τ ) − bˆn (t ,τ ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

where hbn (t ,τ ) represents a set of the impulse responses with subtracted
background and
τ

2
bˆn (t ,τ ) = ⎡ h n (t ,τ ) ⎤
⎣
⎦τ 1

(3)

is the background estimation obtained by h n (t ,τ ) processing over the interval
τ ∈< τ1 ,τ 2 > .
In the above outlined scenario, it can very easily be seen that s n (t ,τ ) for
t = const. represents a non-stationary component of h n (t ,τ ) . On the other hand,
b n (t ,τ )

for t = const. represents a stationary and correlated component

of h (t ,τ ) . Therefore, the methods based on the estimation of the stationary and
n

correlated components of h n (t ,τ ) can be applied for the background estimation.
It has been shown in the literature that methods such as basic averaging (mean,
median) [13], exponential averaging [30], adaptive exponential averaging [30],
adaptive estimation of Gaussian background [27], Gaussian mixture method [20],
moving target detection by FIR filtering [11], moving target detection by IIR
filtering [12], prediction [24], principal component analysis [23], etc. can be used
for the background subtraction. These methods differ in relation to assumptions
concerning the properties of the clutter as well as to their computational
complexity and suitability for online signal processing.
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Figure 6
Radargram with subtracted background: (a) Receiving channel Rx1; (b) Receiving channel Rx2

Because of the simplicity of the scenario discussed in this contribution, a
noticeable result can be achieved by using the simple exponential averaging
method [30], where the background estimation is given by
bˆn (t ,τ ) = α bˆ n (t ,τ − 1) + (1 − α ) h n (t ,τ )

(4)

where α ∈ (0,1) is a constant exponential weighing factor controlling the effective
length of the window over which the mean value and the background of h n (t ,τ )
are estimated. The results of the background subtraction by using the exponential
averaging method applied for raw radar data given in Fig. 5 are presented in Fig.
6. In this figure, high-level signal components representing the signal scattered by
a moving target can be observed. In spite of that fact, there are still a number of
impulse responses where it is difficult or even impossible to identify signal
components due to electromagnetic wave reflection by a moving target.
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Data Fusion

The intention of the fusion of the data obtained from the particular receiving
channels of the radar is to create a radar image I ( x, y,τ ) expressing the total level
of the signal scattered by the scanned area at the coordinates ( x, y ) for the
observation time instant τ . To transform the impulse response with subtracted
background

(impulse

response hbn ( t ,τ ) )

into

a

radar

image,

different

modifications of a back projection algorithm can be used [3], [4], [19].
Let us assume that the coordinates of the transmitting antenna Tx and the
coordinates of the receiving antenna Rxn ( n = 1, 2,… , K ) are known and they are

(

)

given by Tx( xTx , yTx ) and Rxn xRn , yRn ( n = 1, 2,… , K ). Then for a homogeneous
scanned area, the back projected signal I ( xi , yi ,τ ) at the pixel Pi ( xi , yi ) of the
room image plane is given by [4]:
K

K

n =1

n =1

I ( xi , yi ,τ ) = ∑ I n ( xi , yi ,τ ) = ∑ hbn ( ti (n),τ )

(5)

where
ti (n) = ( Tx Pi + Pi Rxn ) / v
Tx Pi =

Pi Rxn =

(6)

( xi − xTx )2 + ( yi − yTx )2

(7)

( xi − xRn ) + ( yi − yRn )

(8)

2

2

In these expressions, I n ( xi , yi ,τ ) is the radar image corresponding to the impulse
response hbn ( t ,τ ) , v is the velocity of the propagation of the electromagnetic
wave emitted by the radar, and ti (n) is the total time for the transmitted signal to
travel from Tx to the pixel Pi ( xi , yi ) and then travel back from the pixel
Pi ( xi , yi ) to Rxn . In expressions (6)-(8), the symbol

XY

is set for the

Euclidean distance between the points X and Y .
The result of this procedure is given by a sequence of 2D radar images I ( x, y,τ )
providing both the range and direction of a potential target motion. The radar
images obtained by the described back projection algorithm for the scenario
outlined in Section 2 and one chosen observation time instant τ are given in Fig. 7.
In this figure, the radar images I1 ( x, y,τ ) , I 2 ( x, y ,τ ) and I ( x, y,τ ) corresponding
to the receiving channel Rx1, Rx2 as well as the final radar image obtained by the
addition of the particular radar images are given, respectively.
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Figure 7
The data fusion: (a) Radar image I1 ( x, y,τ ) corresponding to the receiving channel Rx1; (b) Radar
image I 2 ( x, y,τ ) corresponding to the receiving channel Rx2; (c) Radar image I ( x, y,τ ) created by the
data fusion from both receiving channels
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Detection

Detection is the next step in the radar signal processing which comes after the data
fusion obtained from the receiving antennas of the radar. It represents a class of
methods that determine whether a target is absent or present in the examined radar
signals.
The solution of the target detection task is based on statistical decision theory [10],
[22]. The detection methods analyze the radar image I ( x, y,τ ) obtained in the
data fusion phase for the propagation time instant τ and reach a decision whether
a signal scattered from a target s ( x, y,τ ) is absent (hypothesis H 0 ) or is present
(hypothesis H1 ) in I ( x, y,τ ) . These hypotheses can be mathematically described
as follows:
H 0 : I ( x, y,τ ) = nBS ( x, y,τ )

(9)

H1 : I ( x, y,τ ) = s ( x, y,τ ) + nBS ( x, y,τ )

where nBS ( x, y,τ ) represents the residual noise included in I ( x, y,τ ) . A detector
discriminates between the hypotheses H 0 and H1 based on the comparison of
testing statistics X ( x, y,τ ) and threshold γ ( x, y,τ ) . Then, the output of the
detector is a binary image I d ( x, y,τ ) given by
⎧0 if
I d ( x, y ,τ ) = ⎨
⎩1 if

X ( x , y , τ ) ≤ γ ( x, y , τ )
X ( x, y , τ ) > γ ( x , y , τ )

(10)

The detailed structure of a detector depends on the selected strategy and
optimization criteria of the detection [10], [14], [22]. Then the selection of the
detection strategies and the optimization criteria results in a testing statistic
specification and threshold estimation methods.
The most important groups of the detectors applied for radar signal processing are
represented by sets of optimum or sub-optimum detectors. Optimum detectors can
be obtained as a result of the solution of an optimization task usually formulated
by means of probabilities or likelihood functions describing the detection process.
Here, the Bayes criterion, the maximum likelihood criterion or the NeymannPearson criterion is often used as the bases for the detector design. However, the
structure of the optimum detector be extremely complex. Therefore, sub-optimum
detectors are also very often applied [22]. For the purpose of target detection by
using UWB radars, detectors with fixed threshold, (N,k) detectors [25], IPCP
detectors [22] and constant false alarm rate detectors (CFAR) [2] have been
proposed.
For the purpose of the target detection at the imaging method, the 2D double-stage
( N , k ) detector can be used with advantage. This detector is a modification of the
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( N , k ) detector originally proposed in [25] and the 2D single-stage ( N , k )
detector. Following [25], the output of the single-stage 2D ( N , k ) detector for
N = 2l + 1 can be described by (10) where:
k

X ( x, y,τ ) = ∑ I (2N ,k ) (i,τ )

(11)

i =1

In this expression, I ( N ,k ) (i,τ ) for i = 1, 2,… k represents the k -maximum values
of I 2 (v, w,τ ) from its N 2 = (2l + 1)2 samples if
v ∈ { x − l , x − l + 1,… , x,… , x + l − 1, x − l}

(12)

w ∈ { y − l , y − l + 1,… , y,… , y + l − 1, y − l}

(13)

In the case of ( N , k ) detectors it is assumed that γ ( x, y,τ ) = const. Let us denote
the input-output relations of the 2D single-stage ( N , k ) detector described by
(10)-(13) as
I ( x, y,τ ) → I d( N ,k ) ( x, y,τ )

(14)

( N ,k )

Then, the 2D double-stage ( N , k ) detector is given by the following expressions:
I ( x, y,τ ) → I d( N,1,k ) ( x, y,τ )

(15)

I X ( x, y,τ ) = I d( N,1,k ) ( x, y,τ ) X ( x, y,τ )

(16)

I X ( x, y,τ ) → I d( N,2,k ) ( x, y,τ )
( N ,k )

(17)

I d ( x, y,τ ) = I d( N,2,k ) ( x, y,τ )

(18)

( N ,k )

where X ( x, y,τ ) is given by (11). A detailed description and explanation of the
2D double-stage ( N , k ) detector given by (10)-(17) is beyond the scope of this
article and they are not given here. Instead, the performance of the 2D doublestage ( N , k ) is illustrated for the basic scenario considered in this article. With
this intention, the testing statistics for the second stage of the 2D double-stage
( N , k ) detector, the output of the first stage and the second stage of the detector
denoted as I d( N,1,k ) ( x, y,τ ) and I d( N,2,k ) ( x, y,τ ) are presented in Fig. 8. These results
have been obtained by the processing of the radar image I ( x, y,τ ) given in Fig. 7
(c).
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Figure 8
The 2D double-stage ( N , k ) detector performance illustration: (a) Testing statistics of the second stage
of the detector; (b) The output of the first stage of the detector; (c) The output of the second stage of
the detector. The symbols “x” and “+” represent the true and estimated positions of the target gravity
center, respectively
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Localization

The aim of the localization phase is to determine the target coordinates in the
defined coordinate systems. The target positions estimated in the consecutive time
instants create a target trajectory.
If a target is represented by only one non-zero pixel of the detector
output I d ( x, y,τ ) , then the target is referred to as a simple target. However, in the
case of the scenario analyzed in this contribution, the radar range resolution (3,3
cm) is considerably finer than the physical dimensions of the target to be detected
(a moving person). This results in the detector output being expressed not by only
one non-zero pixel of I d ( x, y,τ ) ; rather, the detector output is given by a complex
binary image. The set of non-zero samples of I d ( x, y,τ ) represents multiplereflections of the electromagnetic waves scattered by a target or false alarms. The
multiple-reflections due to the target are concentrated around the true target
position at the detector outputs. In this case, the target is the distributed target. In
the part of I d ( x, y,τ ) where the target should be detected not only non-zero but
also by zero samples of I d ( x, y,τ ) can be observed. This effect can be explained
by a complex target radar cross-section due to the fact that the radar resolution is
much higher than that of the target size and taking into account the different shape
and properties of the target surface. The set of false alarms is due to especially
weak signal processing under very strong clutter presence.
Because the detector output for a distributed target is very complex, the task of
distributed target localization is more complicated than for a simple target. For that
purpose, an effective algorithm has been proposed in [17] for UWB radar signal
processing by using time of arrival estimation. The basic idea of distributed target
localization introduced in [17] consists in the substitution of the distributed target
with a proper simple target. This basic idea can be applied in a modified form also
for UWB radar signal processing by the imaging method. In this case, the
distributed target is substituted by the simple target located in the center of gravity
of the distributed target. The coordinates of the target gravity center
[ xT (τ ), yT (τ )] for observation time instant τ can be evaluated by
xT (τ ) =

1
∑∑ iI ( i, j,τ )
∑∑ I ( i, j,τ ) i j d
i

j

1
yT (τ ) =
∑∑ jI d ( i, j,τ )
∑∑ I ( i, j,τ ) i j
i

(19)

j

where the summation is made through all pixels belonging to the target to be
tracked. Then the target coordinates as the output of the target localization phase
are given by [ xT (τ ), yT (τ )] .
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The influence of the particular detection stages upon the target positioning
accuracy, if the target is substituted with its gravity center, is illustrated in Fig. 8
(b) and (c). In these figures, the symbols “x” and “+” represent the true and
estimated positions of the target gravity center, respectively. The comparison of
the target positions given in these figures indicates that the 2D double-stage
( N , k ) detector has the potential to overcome the 2D single-stage ( N , k ) detector
performance.
The true trajectory and the trajectory estimated by the localization method of the
target moving according to basic scenario outlined in Section 2 are given in Fig. 9.
Here, the distributed target position has been substituted by the simple target
position by use of the center of the gravity of the distributed target according to
(19) applied to the output of the 2D double-stage ( N , k ) detector. It can be
observed from Fig. 9 that the estimation of the target position based on the
localization phase is very noisy, deformed and shifted along the y -axis. The
detailed analysis of the noise present at the target trajectory estimate has shown
that this effect is due to imperfect radar system performance under the hard
conditions and the quality of the signal processing methods applied for raw radar
data processing. In order to smooth out the target trajectory estimate, target
tracking algorithms can be applied with advantage.
8
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Target localization and tracking

The deformation and shifting of the target trajectory estimate observed in Fig. 9
are especially due to the wall effect [16]. In the case of the described imaging
method we have assumed for simplicity that the environment through which the
electromagnetic waves emitted by the radar are radiated is solely air. This is not
true for through wall localization because the wall is a medium with different
permittivity and permeability than that of air and hence, the electromagnetic wave
propagation velocity in the air and wall are different. In addition to the mentioned
quantities, wall thickness also has a strong influence on the target location
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precision. Therefore, this so-called wall effect displaces the target outside of its
true position, if through wall localization is based on the above mentioned
simplified assumption. With regard to that fact, the precision of through wall
localization can be improved if the quantities such as the permittivity,
permeability and thickness of the wall are included in the target positioning
procedure. For that purpose, the wall effect compensation method proposed in [4]
can be used with advantage. Because, in our scenario, the wall permittivity and
permeability were not known, the wall effect compensation was not considered
here.

3.6

Tracking

The target position estimate can be improved by target tracking. Target tracking
provides a new estimation of the target location based on its previous positions.
Most of the tracking systems utilize a number of basic and advanced modifications
of Kalman filters, such as for example linear, nonlinear and extended Kalman
filters [15], [8], and particle filters [5]. In addition to Kalman filter theory, further
methods of tracking are available. They are usually based on smoothing the target
trajectory obtained through target localization methods. Here, the linear leastsquare method is also widely used (e.g. [6]). Another approach to target tracking is
represented by join target localization and tracking. Here, the Taylor series based
tracking algorithm [21] can be given as the example.
The detailed analyses of the target coordinates obtained in the localization phase
during through wall tracking of a moving target by the UWB radar have shown
that the target coordinate estimation error does not possess the nature of additive
Gaussian or impulsive noise. As the consequence, the “traditional” tracking or
smoothing algorithms (e.g. averaging, Wiener filters, linear Kalman filters,
median filters, etc.) will have reduced efficiency. A possible solution to this
problem could be through, for example, the application of extended Kalman filters
or particle filters. However, these alternatives are characterized by high
computational complexity. Thus, a possible solution of that problem is the
application of the low-complex nonlinear two-stage tracking filter (2S-TF) not
requiring Gaussian noise assumption [7].
The performance of the linear Kalman filter and the 2S-TF is illustrated in Fig. 9
for the scenario outlined in Section 2. The tracking filters were applied for the
improvement of the estimation of the target trajectory obtained in the localization
phase also given in Fig. 9. It can be observed from this figure that the 2S-TF
provides a much better estimation of the true trajectory of the target than the linear
Kalman filter. The estimated trajectory of the target is still deformed and shifted,
but it is much smoother and more similar to its true trajectory in comparison with
that obtained by the linear Kalman filtering. It is very important to note that the
better performance of the 2S-TF was achieved with its much less computational
complexity in comparison with that of linear Kalman filter.
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Conclusions
In this contribution, the imaging method for moving target tracking by the
multistatic UWB radar systems was described. Firstly, we outlined the theoretical
base of the particular phases of the imaging method and then we presented an
overview of signal processing methods which can be applied in the corresponding
phases. The imaging method, including its particular phases, was illustrated by a
real UWB radar signal processing. The obtained results expressed by the visual
comparison of the true trajectory of the target and the target trajectory estimations
(Fig. 9) were revealed that the described imaging method can provide good results
for through wall tracking of a single moving target by a multistatic UWB radar
system equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas. The illustrated
performance of the described imaging method was also confirmed by a number of
similar results obtained for different scenarios (more precisely, for different kinds
of the walls) of through wall tracking of a single moving target.
As follows from the method applied for the data fusion from the particular
receiving antennas (expression (5)), the proposed approach of radar signal
processing for the purpose of through wall tracking of a moving target can in
principle be extended to scenarios employing a general multistatic UWB radar
system (one transmitting and n ≥ 2 receiving antennas) or to radar systems using
m ≥ 2 transmitting and n ≥ 2 receiving antennas, usually referred to as MIMO
radars. In the case of these modified scenarios and under the condition of multiple
target tracking, the presented fundamental algorithm of data fusion must be
supplemented by suitable methods of radar data association and advanced
approaches to target localization. In order to improve the target positioning
accuracy, the wall effect, the effect of an incidental dispersion and the effect of
multiple reflections must be taken into account. The solution to these challenging
problems will be the object of our follow-up research.
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